TRUST MUCH?

A LOOK INTO THE SHROUDED ENIGMA OF
PRESIDENT VLADIMIR PUTIN:
A Clinical Profile
by

Barry Austin Goodfield, Ph.D., DABFM

Y

ou can lead a person to information, but you can’t make them think as the expression

in the intelligence service goes, “Once a spy always a spy,” another expression suggests.
Vladimir Putin’s life is the story of a man filled with distrust and suspicion.
Winston Churchill in a radio broadcast on October 1939 said about Russia in general "I
cannot forecast to you the action of Russia. It is a riddle, wrapped in a mystery, inside an
enigma; but perhaps there is a key. That key is Russian national interest.” If the past is
prelude, then Churchill's remarks describe the Russian president to a proverbial T.
Childhood experiences and philosophies passed down by parents, grandparents, siblings
and friends help to imprint a child’s view of life or Weltanschauung.
Of course, environment, education, training as well as initial work situations all constitute
important variables not just in the personality development but also in terms of values
and strategies.
But who really is this man ?
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Known Facts
On his website Pres. Putin describes his early childhood as normal. He was born in
Leningrad on October 7,1952. He says, “I come from an ordinary family, and this is how
I lived for a long time, nearly my whole life. I lived as an average, normal person and I
have always maintained that connection,”
His birth was preceded by the death of two brothers, Viktor and Albert, born in the
mid-1930s. Albert died in infancy and Viktor died of diphtheria during the Siege of
Leningrad in World War II. Putin's mother was a factory worker and his father
(1911-1999) was a conscript in the Soviet Navy, serving in the submarine fleet in the
early 1930s. Early in World War II, his father served in the destruction battalion of the
NKVD. Later, he was transferred to the regular army and was severely wounded in 1942.
Putin’s maternal grandmother was killed by the German occupiers of Tver region in
1941, and his maternal uncles disappeared at the war front.

Putin describes his mother Maria Shelomova (1911-1998), as kind and benevolent. He
reflects on home cooking and the general normal up bringing as he recalls it saying, “We
lived simply — cabbage soup, cutlets, pancakes, but on Sundays and holidays my Mom
would bake very delicious stuffed buns [pirozhki] with cabbage, meat and rice, and curd
tarts [vatrushki],”
“When World War I began, life in St. Petersburg became hard, people were starving, so
the entire family moved to Pominovo, a village in the Tver Region my grandmother came
from. Incidentally, my relatives still vacation in the house where my grandparents lived.
It was in Pominovo that my father met my mother, and they got married at the age of 17”.
After the war, the Putin family moved into a room in a communal apartment
[kommunalka], in a typical St Petersburg dwelling house on Baskov Lane. Vladimir Putin
recalls, “It was a building with a well-like yard. Fifth floor. No elevator. Before the war
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[World War II], my parents occupied half of the house in Peterhof and were very proud of
the living standards they had achieved then. It wasn’t really much, but it seemed like an
ultimate dream to them.”

In the 1950s, his father worked as a security guard and later as a foreman at the carriage
works.
In 1970, Vladimir Putin became a student of law department at Leningrad State
University, earning his degree in 1975. In the late 1970s and early 1980s, Mr. Putin
studied at KGB school no.1 in Moscow.
Even before he finished school he wanted to work in intelligence. After graduating from
the University Putin was assigned to work in the state security agencies and received his
training to become a spy. For more information about his professional life visit Vladimir
Putins personal website http://eng.putin.kremlin.ru/bio.

Young KGB Putin (far left) spying on old President Reagan (far Right) on Red Square 1988
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Personal Life
Putin met his wife Lyudmila Shkrebneva through a friend. After three years they got
married on July 28, 1983. They have two daughters Maria and Katerina. According
to their mother, Lyudmila, Mr Putin loves his daughters very much. “Not all fathers
are as loving with their children as he is. And he has always spoiled them, while I
was the one who had to discipline them,” she says. In 2013 they divorced.
The Goodfield Method™
The Goodfield Method™ has 12 Personality Types based on the Non-Verbal Leak™
(NVL).
Non-Verbal Leak provides insight to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The core aspects of the early programming
The basis of personality formation
An observable tool to decode past trauma
Read the earlier unconscious database
Profile the Personality Type
Infer the basic response to major events
Predict what will happen

What Non-Verbal Leak™ (NVL) will President Putin show? (all in less than 1/20 of a
sec)

1. Eyes open
2. Tongue out approx. ½ inch with
tight lips
3. Tongue in, tightening top lip
4. Pressing teeth in top lip
5. Closing mouth tight, eyes closing
6. Eyes open wider in shock
Message: flashing his aggression,
denial of that aggression, some shock,
and carry on, denying those feelings
on a conscious level.

President Putin falls into the
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Goodfield Personality Type 2.3 “The Pouncer”
General characteristics of Goodfield Personality Type
• Major signs of distrust, particular difficulty trusting women
• Presents himself in an arrogant way
• He has the image of a winner who does not care how he wins
• He presents himself as a man who is dangerous
• His humor is cynical and ironic when he shows it
• He is a good man to have on your side in tough times
• He is a man with power
• He does not suffer fools well
• He is a tough player in major decision-making situations
• He laughs off (denies) deep emotional feelings
• When it comes to games, people are players on his chessboard, never theirs
• If you are “in” with Putin, you are really “in”, as much as anybody is
• He is often found at the center of controversial political policy decisions
• He enjoys being at the center of the fray when action is required
• He is a man who gives generously to prove to others he cares
• He sees himself as a larger than life figure and works at that impression
What needs to be considered is the impact of his personality type and behavior regarding
critical emotional issues. The following will provide a picture of President Putin
conscious and unconscious reasoning in these areas.
Eleven unconscious factors of President Putin
1. Aggression style

Calculated Emotional Response (CER)
(He plans then pounces)

2. General impression given

Ruthless and charming
(A merciless smile behind a PSM: Soviet
pistol with a mmGraz Burya)

3.

Ego strength
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4. Ability to handle stress

Strong internalization then physical action

5. Leadership style

Authoritarian
(He knows and does not want a discussion)

6. Trustworthiness

Limited Trust of others
(Openness = Weakness)

7. Trusting of others

Conditional but basically trusts no one

8. Styles of personal contact

Object form relationships
(Based solely on his needs)

9. Giver / Taker style

He can give generously, but always with a
hidden agenda
(He is a taker who enjoys taking)

10. Health risks

He prides himself as being a healthy actionoriented person
(The internalized stress and life style could
result in Myocardial Infarction)

11. Psychological presence

He is a person who is 100% present
(His distrust of most everybody and everything
keeps him alert)

Such factors as education, family background and family history are all important factors
in his views, values and upbringing. These variations are critical when assessing and
predicting behavioral responses to fundamental emotional considerations and
relationships with others. Hence, the variations in responses on both conscious and
unconscious levels reflect this uniqueness and variation.
This is not presented with the notion of one is right and the other is wrong, it is simply a
representation of the impact of these different variables on the perceptions of values that
have been critical in family history, upbringing and later response towards the world
around them.
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Putin says: Means what he consciously feels and will express to others
Putin really feels: This aspect relates to his true deep unconscious feelings
Ego strength
Putin says: I am calm and self-assured
Putin really feels: I am guided towards my destiny
General impression given
Putin says: I have the power
Putin really feels: I am tougher than all others and I am ready to prove it
Aggression styles
Putin says: Aggression — are you angry? Why? I have simply told you the truth
Putin really feels: Denial and Controlled Emotional Response (CER) is the best way
to express it
Giver / taker style
Putin says: We will rebuild Russia to the old glorious Russia — follow me
Putin really feels: I am a giver to those who completely accept my views
Style of personal contact
Putin says: I am open to contact
Putin really feels: If you don’t know me, how can I trust your reaction to me?
Psychological presence
Putin says: I am present I have all the power necessary to bring old Russia back
Putin really feels: I am guided in being our glorious past to reality today.
I can Make Russia Great Again!
Final thoughts
Vladimir Putin gained 76% of the March 2018 presidential vote and was re-elected for a
six-year term that will end in 2024. Few who know him and the structure of his
government wouldn't doubt the grip he holds over the Dumas and any other government
body.
In that sense, he holds the complete control of the government and the direction in which
it goes. He is presiding over an oligarchic one-party state that governed by consensus he,
like Joseph Stalin, is in reality a de facto dictator.
He is sophisticated in appearance and movements. He is and can be charming and
debonair. It would however, be foolish to assume that he is ambivalence about the
direction in which he sees Russia heading.
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He is a very organized and angry person. Perhaps the clearest picture of him is the way he
stares at someone. He can focus his eyes very clearly like a laser beam. His penetrating
looks and his pulsing masseter muscles are a clear indication of the repressed aggression
which he skillfully manages.
His primary way of expressing that repressed aggression is with Calculated Emotional
Response (CER). That is, he looks — make a quick and strong assessment and when the
time is right in his perception he is capable of taking very direct action to achieve what he
feels is the appropriate response the situation requires.
He is a paradox on one hand and his two-dimensional evaluating issues in terms of rightwrong, good-bad, acceptable or unacceptable to his perception of the needs and the
demands of the environment.
On the other hand, he is multidimensional regarding his needs and desires. In discussion
he quite often can be seen using his left hand pointing with two fingers to make his point
in an unquestioned direct fashion.
His thin lip is an indicator of the pressure he is controlling within his system. Moreover,
when he says or does something in most all cases it is no accident and has been thought
out very clearly in advance.
His interest in sports whether it be ice hockey, judo or any other activity requiring
competitive strengths and abilities is something that allows him to reduce some of the
pressure he regularly attempts to manage within his system.
He enjoys the image of the “Little Cesar” tough guy role. When he stands before a
podium to speak he often walks up, stops, and puts his legs and feet in what in karate is
call a “horse position.” This position provide greater stability and preparedness for
combating reactions. Simply put he is in a fighting stance.
One would do well to never forget this! This is not a nice person based on his observable,
testable nonverbal behavior, and he is a danger to anyone he perceives as a threat to his
objectives and direction.
This is one of the reasons President Putin feels an affinity towards President Donald
Trump. Both of these men are not politicians they are tough “street fighters” who played
by their own rules, and not those of the Marcus of Queensbury’s (code of generally
accepted rules in the sport of boxing).
For more information on the Goodfield 12 Personality Types and The Goodfield
Method™ visit our websites.
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